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Inspiration Is the Major Regulator of Human CSF Flow
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The mechanisms behind CSF flow in humans are still not fully known. CSF circulates from its primary production sites at the choroid
plexus through the brain ventricles to reach the outer surface of the brain in the subarachnoid spaces from where it drains into venous
bloodstream and cervical lymphatics. According to a recent concept of brain fluid transport, established in rodents, CSF from the brain
surface also enters the brain tissue along para-arterial routes and exits through paravenous spaces again into subarachnoid compartments. This unidirectional flow is mainly driven by arterial pulsation. To investigate how CSF flow is regulated in humans, we applied a
novel real-time magnetic resonance imaging technique at high spatial (0.75 mm) and temporal (50 ms) resolution in healthy human
subjects. We observed significant CSF flow exclusively with inspiration. In particular, during forced breathing, high CSF flow was elicited
during every inspiration, whereas breath holding suppressed it. Only a minor flow component could be ascribed to cardiac pulsation. The
present results unambiguously identify inspiration as the most important driving force for CSF flow in humans. Inspiratory thoracic
pressure reduction is expected to directly modulate the hydrostatic pressure conditions for the low-resistance paravenous, venous, and
lymphatic clearance routes of CSF. Furthermore, the experimental approach opens new clinical opportunities to study the pathophysiology of various forms of hydrocephalus and to design therapeutic strategies in relation to CSF flow alterations.
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Introduction
Although the use of magnetic resonance imaging (MRI) has increased our understanding of human CSF dynamics, the main
mechanisms driving CSF flow are still unknown. Brain CSF is
contained within subarachnoid spaces and the ventricular system, which is formed by four interconnected cavities (two lateral
ventricles, third and fourth ventricles). It circulates from its production site mainly in the choroid plexus of the lateral ventricles
through the ventricular system until it reaches the exterior
surfaces of brain and spinal cord in the subarachnoid spaces.
Over the past decades, several studies used velocity-encoded
phase-contrast MRI techniques with cardiac gating to determine quantitative parameters of this flow, such as velocities
and stroke volumes. Most reports focus on the pulsatile nature
of the CSF flux, which appears to be craniocaudally oriented
during cardiac systole and in the reverse direction during diastole (Enzmann and Pelc, 1991; Nitz et al., 1992; Schroth and
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Klose, 1992a; Greitz et al., 1993). Changes in blood volume in
the intracranial arteries, its distribution into capillaries, and
the resulting oscillations of brain parenchyma have been presumed as main initiating factors of CSF pulsations (HenryFeugeas et al., 2000; Wåhlin et al., 2012). The inward expansion of
brain tissue is considered to produce aqueductal flow (Greitz et al.,
1994).
In addition, respiration has been shown to influence CSF dynamics via thoracic pressure changes in previous studies using
invasive manometer recordings (Williams, 1981). Only very few
MRI studies avoided cardiac gating by one-dimensional imaging
(Schroth and Klose, 1992b), dynamic echo-planar imaging (Kao
et al., 2008), or pencil-beam imaging (Bhadelia et al., 2013) or
used a cardiac-gated, spin-labeling method during 6 s periods of
static breathing conditions (Yamada et al., 2013) to confirm a
contribution of respiratory rhythms. However, the majority of
MRI studies applied phase-contrast flow MRI sequences with
synchronization to the electrocardiogram and therefore confined
the observation of CSF dynamics to periodic processes in the
range of heart rates.
Recent studies in rodents by Illiff et al. (2012, 2013) have
conceptualized a paravascular pathway system for brain fluids
(Strittmatter, 2013; Xie et al., 2013) where the pulsation of penetrating cortical arteries drives CSF from the brain surface along
para-arterial routes into the tissue (Iliff et al., 2013) and through
paravenous routes out into the venous bloodstream, cervical
lymphatics, or CSF spaces (Sakka et al., 2011).
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Figure 1. Regions of interest in the CSF ventricular system. Sagittal (A) and coronal (B) T1-weighted images with boxes indicating respective (C, D) magnified representations are shown. Selected
regions of interest for the analysis of CSF flow comprise the lateral ventricle (a), third ventricle (b), aqueduct (c), and fourth ventricle (d).

Obviously, the concept of a whole-brain fluid pathway system
requires a more comprehensive view on CSF dynamics than provided by a mainly cardiac-driven and rapidly oscillating flow. We
applied a novel high-speed MRI technique that concurrently
provides both high spatial and temporal resolution to study
CSF dynamics in real time, i.e., independent of the assumption
of cardiac synchronization and generally independent of repetitive periodic processes. Our results provide unambiguous
experimental evidence for inspiration as the key regulator for
CSF flow.

Materials and Methods
We enrolled 11 healthy volunteers, but we had to exclude one subject
(female, 25 years) because of poor performance of the breathing protocol. The remaining 10 subjects (age range 19 –53 years; two females, eight
males) were without contraindication for MRI. The study was approved
by the Institutional Review Board, and written informed consent was
obtained from each subject before the MRI. This study was in compliance
with the Declaration of Helsinki.

MRI was performed at 3T (Tim Trio; Siemens Healthcare) with a
standard 32-channel head coil. Real-time MRI was based on a highly
undersampled radial gradient-echo sequence with image reconstruction
by regularized nonlinear inversion (NLINV) (Uecker et al., 2012; Zhang
et al., 2014). The algorithm jointly optimizes the coil sensitivity profiles
and the desired image as originally described for Cartesian parallel
imaging (Uecker et al., 2008). Subsequent developments achieved
true real-time imaging with acquisition times as short as 20 ms by
exploiting the temporal continuity of a dynamic movement (Uecker
et al., 2010). Temporal regularization to the preceding frame of an
image series adds prior knowledge to the ill-conditioned NLINV reconstruction and effectively constrains the range of possible solutions, i.e., image estimates.
Here, individual T1-weighted images were obtained from sets of 15
spokes per frame acquired within a total measuring time of 50 ms. Specific parameters were as follows: repetition time ⫽ 3.33 ms; echo time ⫽
2.10 ms; flip angle 8°; field of view 192 ⫻ 192 mm 2; acquisition matrix
256 ⫻ 256 (no aliasing because of radial acquisitions with twofold oversampling); nominal in-plane resolution 0.75 ⫻ 0.75 mm 2; section thickness 5 mm. The spatiotemporal fidelity of the NLINV method was
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signal intensity and the flow velocity up to an upper limit where the signal
in the selected section (5 mm thickness) is completely replaced by fresh
fluid between successive radiofrequency excitations, i.e., within every
repetition interval (3.3 ms) of the MRI acquisition sequence. Accordingly, the sensitivity of this qualitative flow MRI assessment extends to a
maximum velocity of ⬃1.5 m s ⫺1.

Results

Figure 2. CSF flow in the aqueduct during normal breathing. The traces represent real-time
MRI signal intensity time courses at 50 ms temporal resolution, where relative signal strength
(arbitrary units) is proportional to through-plane flow velocity. Although subject 6 (#6, male, 26
years) presents with pronounced cardiac-related pulsations, subjects 7 (#7, male, 43 years) and
8 (#8, male, 25 years) reveal a stronger, though variable, component that reflects a respiratory
modulation of CSF flow.
experimentally validated with the use of a specially designed motion
phantom covering a range of image acquisition times and objects moving
at different speeds (Frahm et al., 2014).
Measurements during different breathing protocols comprised 1000
images that covered a period of 50 s duration. Serial images were reconstructed on-line with the use of a highly parallelized version of the
NLINV algorithm (Schaetz and Uecker, 2012), which runs on a “bypass”
computer (sysGen/TYAN Octuple-GPU, 2x Intel Westmere E5620 processor, 48GB RAM; Sysgen) fully integrated into the host of the MRI
system and equipped with two processors (CPUs, SandyBridge E5-2650;
Intel) and eight graphical processing units (GPUs, GeForce GTX TITAN;
Nvidia).
The flow effect detected by real-time MRI is based on the inflow phenomenon that increases the MRI signal intensity of a T1-weighted image
by replacing saturated low signal intensities from stationary tissue or
slow-flowing fluids with bright intensities of rapidly flowing fluids. These
fresh signal contributions enter the imaging section from neighboring
volumes previously unaffected by radiofrequency excitation. The approach results in a monotonous relationship between the relative MRI

Multiple regions of interest (ROIs) along the ventricular system
were chosen for CSF flow analyses as indicated in Figure 1. Because most previous studies focused on flow through the aqueduct, i.e., the thin connection between the third and fourth
ventricles that closely resembles a vessel, we started our study by
evaluating CSF through-plane flow in the same position. As discussed in more detail in Materials and Methods, the T1-weighted
real-time MR images exploit the inflow effect of spins flowing
perpendicular through the imaging section. This flow replaces
low signal intensities from stationary or slow-flowing fluids with
brighter intensities from freshly inflowing fluids that originate
from neighboring volumes previously unaffected by radiofrequency excitation. Thus, for velocities below a maximum of ⬃1.5
m s ⫺1, the relative MRI signal intensities shown in Figures 2 and
4 – 6 are proportional to the CSF flow through the imaging section. As demonstrated in Figure 2 for three different subjects, and
in agreement with previous reports, we eventually observed a
pulsating CSF flow component at a frequency that corresponds to
the heart rate. In addition, however, we identified another more
significant and indeed dominating component that corresponds
to a much stronger CSF flow.
Because measurements in the aqueduct and during normal
breathing exhibited a significant variability of the strong component both within and across subjects, we subsequently investigated different positions within the ventricular system (Fig. 1).
Moreover, for the main study, we implemented two protocols
that required all initial 11 subjects to (1) follow a preset rhythm of
forced breathing (eight cycles of 2.5 s inspiration followed by 2.5 s
expiration each) and (2) hold their breath after inspiration for a
period of 12 s. The results in the 10 subjects conducting the first
protocol unambiguously reveal that respiratory cycles drive the
aforementioned major component of CSF flow. In all cases, measurements in the third ventricle generated the most consistent
findings.
Figure 3 illustrates the pronounced MRI signal increase in the
third ventricle that is associated with elevated CSF flow during
inspiration. Corresponding MRI signal intensity time courses of
the entire breathing protocol comprising normal breathing (10 s)
followed by forced inspiration (black boxes ⫽ 2.5 s) and expiration (for three different subjects and two repetitions each) are
depicted in Figure 4. They clearly demonstrate that exclusively
inspiration (Fig. 4, black boxes) elicits significant CSF flow that
abates immediately thereafter. In contrast, the cardiac-related
CSF flow pattern constituted only a minor contribution in the 10
subjects. This also applies to individual volunteers who presented
with a more pronounced cardiac influence (e.g., compare subject
6 in Figs. 2 and 4 during periods of normal breathing). It should
also be noted that involuntary head or brain movements were
excluded as a source of real-time MRI signal changes. Multiple
analyses of a ROI in brain tissue (similar size as in the third
ventricle; data not shown) did not reveal any significant motionrelated signal increase.
Additional studies in 10 subjects extended the forced
breathing protocol to multiple ROIs along the ventricular system (compare Fig. 1). Selected results for subject 7 are shown
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Figure 3. CSF flow in the third ventricle during forced inspiration. The series of images (magnified views) from top left to bottom right was selected from a real-time MRI movie at 50 ms temporal
resolution (every seventh frame, subject 5). The corresponding period of 4.2 s covers one inspiration (2.5 s) in a coronal view through the third ventricle (compare Fig. 1D). Considerable
through-plane flow is demonstrated by the marked MRI signal increase in the third ventricle during inspiration (arrow).

in Figure 5. Despite the observation of slightly higher noise
levels for measurements in the lateral ventricle (Fig. 5a), aqueduct (Fig. 5c), and fourth ventricle (Fig. 5d) than in the third
ventricle (Fig. 5b), inspiration could generally be identified as
the main regulator of CSF flow along the entire axis of the
ventricular system. Noteworthy, our data suggest that the aqueduct is the least favorable structure to study CSF flow (Fig.
5). One explanation might be that the aqueduct is exposed to
brain movements and is more volatile compared with the third
ventricle, which is located in the middle of the brain and
framed by sturdy walls.
Finally, complementary control studies involving a 12 s
breath-hold period were performed in 10 subjects. As shown in
Figure 6 depicting MRI signal intensity time courses for the corresponding protocol, breath holding entirely suppressed the
respiratory-related flow component. Before and after the breathhold period, the protocol requested normal breathing phases that
yielded variable CSF flow similar to the initial trials exemplified
in Figure 2.

Discussion
Real-time MRI at adequate spatiotemporal resolution enabled us
to study CSF flow in the human brain independent of the assumption of any periodicity. Thus, the present results provide
unambiguous evidence that inspiration is the main driving force
for CSF dynamics in healthy human subjects, in particular when

performed during forced breathing. Consistent with previous
studies (Balédent et al., 2004; Flórez et al., 2006; Stadlbauer et al.,
2010), we also found a cardiac-related CSF flow component at
higher frequency, though at a much lower amplitude and essentially variable across subjects.
Our identification of inspiration as the main mechanism for
CSF flow is in contrast to studies that determined cardiac-related
pulsations as the most important regulator (Gideon et al., 1994; Strik
et al., 2002). However, as far as electrocardiogram-synchronized
MRI acquisitions are concerned, this is of no surprise because such
methods are unable to detect any nonperiodic processes that are
not synchronous to the heart beat. In particular, this applies to
slower respiratory modulations of CSF flow. Limitations of our
study are mainly attributable to the qualitative assessment of CSF
flow via the inflow phenomenon that precludes the determination of absolute velocities and flow directions. However, velocity
estimates may be obtained by referencing the CSF-induced signal
intensity increases with the inflow-related intensity obtained
from blood flow in the superior sagittal sinus, which may be
taken from the same imaging section. Because flow in the
sagittal sinus yields ⬃1250 a.u. for a velocity of ⬃20 cm s ⫺1
compared with ⬃200 –500 a.u. for CSF flow in the third ventricle during forced inspiration (compare Fig. 4), the resulting
CSF velocities are ⬃3– 8 cm s ⫺1, depending on the subject and
location along the ventricular system. In fact, based on the
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moses into the epidural venous system
of the spinal canal. Inspiratory pressure
reduction empties the venous plexus
and leads to a compensatory CSF flow
downward into the spinal canal. Elevated thoracic pressure concurrent with
expiration fills the venous plexus and
facilitates reverse CSF flow to the head
(Sharpey-Schafer, 1965; Williams, 1981).
The valveless nature of these venous plexus
vessels probably enhances the direct pressure transmission greatly (Henriques,
1962). In addition, the well established
link of the CSF compartment to the peripheral lymphatic system (Boulton et al.,
1996; Johnston et al., 2004; Koh et al.,
2005) implies a connection to respiration
as a main constituent of the external
lymph pump known to regulate lymphatic backflow to the venous system, in
particular from cervical regions (SchmidSchönbein, 1990). This indirect mechanism may provide another contribution
to CSF flux that is in line with a respiration-dependent modulation.
Together, the present results indicate
that inspiratory thoracic pressure reduction elicits pronounced CSF flow as it is
transmitted to the brain subarachnoid
spaces via the interconnected venous
plexus around the thoracic spinal column
Figure 4. Inspiration drives CSF flow in the third ventricle. MRI signal intensity time courses for subjects 1 (#1, female, 43 years), and within the spinal canal. Although the
5 (#5, male, 19 years), and 6 (#6, male, 26 years) for a protocol comprising normal breathing (10 s) followed by eight periods of present study does not yet resolve whether
forced inspiration (black boxes ⫽ 2.5 s) and expiration (2.5 s) are shown. The two columns represent repeated measurements for this dominating component leads a net
CSF flow, it seems to act as a modulator of
each subject.
the hydrostatic pressure conditions for
the low-resistance CSF clearance routes.
present findings, we are now working on a new version of our
This is because inspiration governs venous and lymphatic backreal-time phase-contrast MRI method previously developed
flow from the head and neck to the heart. Therefore, apart from
for cardiovascular blood flow (Joseph et al., 2012, 2014). This
cortical arterial pulsation, inspiration may also contribute to the
will allows us to achieve high spatial resolution as well as
concept of a brain-wide paravascular fluid transport of CSF
adequate temporal resolution for directional and quantitative
within the tissue.
information about inspiration-induced CSF flow velocities
In conclusion, real-time MRI of through-plane flow and in
and volumes.
response to a predetermined respiration rhythm allows for a
Whereas normal breathing elicits strong though variable
noninvasive, rapid, and robust assessment of CSF dynamics in
CSF flow, the remarkable responses to forced respiration point
humans. The present results therefore open the door to study
to the reduction of the thoracic pressure during inspiration as
the pathophysiology of various forms of hydrocephalus and to
the underlying mechanism. Consistent with these results are
design suitable therapeutic approaches. Work is underway to
similar differences of CSF flux in the spinal canal that have
apply this method to studies of flow dynamics in the spinal
been reported between normal and forced breathing condicanal and, furthermore, to patients with various forms of hytions using an early one-dimensional MRI technique (Schroth
drocephalus as a result of disturbed CSF circulation.
and Klose, 1992b). This also applies to the movements of
tagged brain CSF MRI signals recently observed by Yamada et
al. (2013) when comparing long periods of inhalation and
exhalation.
Originally, the downward and upward CSF flow directions
and respective pressure changes along the neuroaxis concomitant to inspiration and expiration have been shown by myelography and invasive manometry (Du Boulay, 1972;
Williams, 1981). Respiration-induced changes of thoracic
pressure affect the intracranial CSF dynamics by direct exposure of the veins around the thoracic vertebral column, which
in turn transmit pressure changes via their abundant anasto-

Notes
Supplemental movie 1 for this article is available at https://commons.
wikimedia.org/wiki/File%3ADreha-Kulaczewski_JNeurosci_CSF_
flow_Supplementary_movie1.webm. CSF flow in the third ventricle during forced breathing is shown. The real-time MRI movie is at 50 ms
temporal resolution (subject 5) in a coronal view through the third ventricle during forced breathing: five periods of 2.5 s of inspiration followed
by 2.5 s of expiration. Considerable CSF flow in the third ventricle is
demonstrated by marked MRI signal increases during inspiration.
This material has not been peer reviewed.
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Figure 6. Breath holding abolishes CSF flow in the third ventricle. MRI signal intensity time
courses for subjects 1 (#1, female, 43 years), 5 (#5, male, 19 years), and 9 (#9, male, 22 years) for
a protocol comprising normal breathing and intermediate breath holding after inspiration
(black bar ⫽ 12 s) are shown.

Figure 5. Inspiration drives CSF flow along the entire ventricular system. MRI signal intensity
time courses for subject 7 (male, 43 years) for a protocol comprising normal breathing (10 s)
followed by forced inspiration (black boxes ⫽ 2.5 s) and expiration (2.5 s) are shown. a, lateral
ventricle; b, third ventricle; c, aqueduct; d, fourth ventricle (compare Fig. 1).
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